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ABSTRACT

The resonant decays of the A* can give insight into the weak decay mechanism of this

charmed baryon. We have performed a Dalitz plot analysis of the final state for a clean

sample A+ —* pK~ir+ decays observed in photoproduction experiment E691 at Fermilab.

We measure r(pA>*(S92)°)/r(pA'-7r+) = .35 ± .09 ± .07. We also observe an unexpected

enhancement at low pK~ invariant mass.

INTRODUCTION
A number of resonant decay channels are available in Ac —• pK~n+ decay. The lowest

lying resonances that one could expect are the A>*(892)°, A++(1232), and possibly Aa(1520).

In these twobody decays, we expect a mixture of s,p and d wave amplitudes to contribute.

We may also make a connection with the measured short lifetime of the Ac. In the popular

explanation of this phenomena a strong w-exchange contribution has been envoked in ad-

dition to the standard spectator decay. The additional spectator quark in the baryon can

lift the suspected helicity suppression placed on the w-exchange picture, thus producing an

enhanced decay rate.

The nonresonant {NR) decay A+ —> pK~n+ can occur through spectator and w-exchange

graphs, see figure 1. Both the pK*° and A,TT+ resonant decays occur both in the spectator and

w-exchange pictures also. The A++K~ decay can only occur through the w-exchange graph,

thus it alone can isolate the w-exchange amplitude. Other lowest lying charmed baryons will

have similar decay mechanisms in play. By measuring the resonant contributions to this Ao

decay we will gain a clearer insight into the charmed baryon decay puzzle.

DALITZ PLOT
A Dalitz plot analysis is used to search for resonance and spin structure in the matrix

element of the Ac —*• pKic decay. In a three body analysis we plot the correlation between

the lorentz invariants Mxv,M%v,axid A/p
2
A-.6 Only two of the th/ee masses are independent so
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it is sufficient to plot Mj<Jt vs.A/p ,̂ and the MpK correlation can also be seen, Figure 2. The
relativistic 3body decay rate can be written as

dT3 = 1/(2TT)2 x l/32Mi23 x M2dm\2dm\z.

A constant matrix element M gives a uniformly populated Dalitz plot. The matrix element
can depend on momenta, spin and parity. A nonuniformly populated Dalitz plot thus reveals
the underlying decay structure.

The Dalitz plot variables M^n,M^,a.nd MpK.6 show angular relationships between the
decay products. For example, if one sits in the rest frame the 2body A'TT system, see Figure
3, the angle between the K (or ir) and the proton is given by the expression

M%v = a + b x cos2BpK.

Complicated spin-angle structure in the matrix element can be extracted, as in PS —» V+PS

decays of the Da-meson system.

E691 ANALYSIS
The data was recorded by charm photoproduction experiment E691 at Fermilab's Tagged

Photon Spectrometer. In this analysis we have selected A+ —* pK~ir+ candidates in which

the proton and the kaon traverse the full spectrometer and are well identified in both

cherenkov detectors. The pKn tracks are required to form a good secondary vertex. The

position of the reconstructed secondary vertex is required to have a minimum separation

from the primary of, ZKC — ZpTim > 8 az, where <?z is the error on the separation. The

particle identification cuts are chosen to positively identify protons and kaons with good

efficiency.

The pKir invariant mass, M, distribution for A+ candidates satisfying these criteria is

shown in Figure 4 in a range of interest 2.200 GeV/c2 < M < 2.500 GeV/c2. A gaussian fit

to the signal and linear background yields 119 ± 15 ± 8 events. The first error is statistical

and second systematic. In two earlier Letters we use this sample to make an accurate

measurement of the A+ lifetime 4 and to investigate Ec decays.5

To extract the content of resonant and nonresonant modes we perform a standard Dalitz

plot analysis of the three body decay. The Dalitz plot for events with masses in the range

2.265 — 2.305 GeV/c2 in is displayed in Figure 5. The Mp7r and M\v projections are

also shown. Resonance structure is evident at the K'°(892) mass resulting from the decay

K"° —> K~r+. This can come from either signal or background events in this signal band.

A global maximum likelihood fit is used to separate the contributions olpK*°, KA++ and

nonresonant pK~x+ decays. Resonances including decays to pK~ states are not accounted

for in the fit, nor have we allowed for A+ + in the background terms. We have also not
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included any resonant interference terms. The signal contribution is weighted by a Gaussian

probability distribution G(M) in pKir invariant mass. We use a second order polynomial to

characterize the background distribution BG(M). The resonances are described by Breit-

Wigner probability distributions BW(M^-.o) or BW(M^++). The masses and widths of the

resonances are fixed to the standard values.6

The probability density function for each candidate is given by

Pi = G{M) e(M) [fNR + fpR.oBW(M2
K.o))

+BG{M) eBG(M)[f*<£ + fl°0

The negative of the log-likelihood is minimized with respect to the array of fitting parame-

ters and in particular the parameters //v#,/p£-.o,and /K-A++ representing the nonresonant

pK~ir+ and resonant pK*°, A'~A++ contributions to the AJ signal.

In order to account for spectrometer acceptance effects that could alter the efficiency

across the Dalitz plot, signal and background contributions are independently weighted by

a simple linear correction term along each Dalitz plot axis.

t(M) = ( l + a x M D ( 1 + /? x M^)

The two slope parameters (a, 13) for signal events are determined from the E691 Monte

Carlo. The background slope parameters (aBG, 0BG) are determined from data events in

the sidebands of the mass plot, or those events in Figure 4. whose masses are greater

than ±30MeV/c2 from the measured Ac mass. The slope corrections are determined to be

small and do not alter the results significantly if supressed. There effect is included in our

systematic error estimates.

An unexpected accumulation of events at low pK mass is also evident in Figure 5. The

events are inconsistent with the known pK resonances (eg. A(1520)) in that region of decay.

A check shows that the events are not consistent with <f> —* K+K~ decays which may result

from misidentification backgrounds as £>+ —• ̂ TT+. Further checks indicate that the events

are not present in the sideband distributions of the Dalitz plot backgrounds. The events are

also robust to variation of analysis cuts. Since the parameterization of these events is difficult

we have estimated their effect on fitting the expected resonance contributions by smoothing

these events in that region of the Dalitz plot. By removing these events we calculate a

systematic error of +6 events to the pl(*° resonant contribution. We estimate about 35 low

pK~ events exist above a flat phase space contribution.

The result of the maximum likelihood fit including all corrections is given in Table 1.

The systematic error due to the selection of the slope parameters and analysis cuts are



included. The third column of the table holds the relative branching fraction of each mode

with respect to all A+ —• pK~TT+ decays inclusive. We have included the branching fraction

B(R*° -> K-?r+) = 2/3 and have used B(A++ -*> px+) = 1. in our calculations.

Table 1.
i

Decay

mode

AC->K-A^

Ac -> pK'°

(A+ -> pK-v+)

Results of Dalitz Plot

h

NR

Observed

number

6 ± 8 ± 5

31±S±6

95 ± 14 ± 5

B/B(At

Fits

-> PK-*+)

< .18(90%CI)

.35 ±

.72 ±.

.09 ± .07

11 ±.04

The best fit is superimposed on the Dalitz plot projections in Figure 5. We also show

the contribution from the background to each resonant channel.

This analysis and others 7 indicate that the A+ —* pK~ir+ decay is rich in resonance

structure. This can indicate the importance of final state interactions in the quark hadroniza-

tion phase of the decay. This aspect is not unlike charm meson decays into three-body final

states. If the events at low pK+ invariant mass are due to higher mass As resonances then

very little of pK+ir~ final state can be attributed to nonresonant decays. We may expect

this trend to follow in decays of other charmed baryons.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
[1] Charmed baryon decay graphs.

[2] Dalitz plot boundary showing pK-K decay system along the border.

[3] Decay angles as seen in the Kir rest frame.

[4] Sample of Ac —+ pK~x+ decays.

[5] Dalitz plot of pK~ir+ and projections used in analysis.
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